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Abstract 
The existence and the construction of a specification morphism between two algebraic spec- 
ifications is a crucial step in modular system design and in the reusability of software. The 
problem of determining the existence of a signature morphism between two algebraic signatures 
is analyzed and proved to be NP-complete by reducing the well known 3SAT problem. As a 
consequence, the problem of finding a specification morphism is at least as hard as that of 
verifying its existence. 
1. Introduction 
Algebraic specifications have been investigated for almost 20 years and used as 
a formalism for the description, verification and documentation of parts of software 
systems. Abstract data types, in particular, have been conveniently treated by describing 
them via triples consisting of a set S of sorts, representing the set of domains of the 
data type, a set OP of operation symbols to represent the operations on the values or 
the objects of the type, and a set Ax of properties that the operations must satisfy, 
usually described by first-order formulae. Algebraic specifications (S, OP,E) restrict 
the form of the axioms to (conditional) equations. 
The problem of finding a morphism between two specifications arises in many cir- 
cumstances such as the piecewise development of specifications and the interconnection 
of modules. To better handle the development and to improve the reuse of software, 
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algebraic specifications can be parametrized [3] by identifying a subspecification (the 
parameter) Si C S, OP, c OP, El c E which is not completely defined and which 
can be instantiated at a later time with another specification: the simplest case is 
that of a list of items, where the items need not be specified in the list and can 
be chosen in different ways at different times. Whether a specification can be used to 
instantiate a parameter and how it can do so, depends on the existence of a specification 
morphism from the formal parameter (Si, OP,, El ) to the actual candidate (S’, OP’, E’). 
A specification morphism [3] consists of a pair of compatible functions fs : Si -+ S’ and 
fop : OP, --+ OP’ which induce a correspondence between the equations in El and in 
E’: it describes which elements of the actual (those of domain fs(s)) act as elements 
for the formal (those of domain s), which operations of the actual (say fop(c)) plays 
the role of the operation (say a) of the formal and whether the actual satisfies the 
properties required by the formal. 
Along the same lines, module specifications [4] are composed of four specifica- 
tions, two representing what the module needs (the import IMP) and what the module 
produces (the export EXP), one representing a parameter (PAR) and the fourth one 
(BOD) the actual implementation of EXP in terms of IMP. A modular system is an 
interconnection of these independent module specifications: each interconnection is de- 
fined in terms of specification morphisms, from PAR to EXP’ to indicate that the type 
produced by module MOD’ can be used in place of the parameter of MOD, or from 
IMP to EXP’ to represent the fact that MOD’ can provide what MOD needs. 
Finally, motivated by the problem of designing a modular system, string and graph 
grammars have been generalized to specification grammars [8] where algebraic specifi- 
cations are generated from an initial one by using productions. The role of specification 
morphisms is central again: a morphism provides the result of applying a production, 
while the existence of a morphism determines the applicability of a production. 
The remainder of this note contains a review of the basic formal definitions and 
notation, and a sketch of the proof of the main result, the NP-completeness of finding 
specification morphisms. 
2. Algebraic specifications 
In this section we briefly review some basic notions of algebraic specifications; 
details can be found in [3,9]. A signature C is a pair (S, OP) that consists of the 
following two sets: 
l S, the set of sorts, 
l OP, the set of constant and operation symbols over S. 
In particular, in [3] strings are used to denote the functionalities of operations. 
In fact, OP is considered as the union of disjoint subsets OP,,,, containing constant 
and operation symbols with argument sorts w E S* and range sort s ES, for all s E S 
and WES*. With S* =Sf U {A}, the set OPA,~ contains the constant symbols of 
sort s. 
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The operation symbol N E OP,,, with w = sisz . . .s, is written as N : sisz . . .s, --+ s, 
where 
- N is the name; 
_ the argument sorts ~1s~. . .s, ES* are indicated by dam(N); 
- the range sort s ES is indicated by cod(N); 
_ the length of the string &m(N) is the arity of the operation with name N and is 
denoted by arity(N). Constants are considered as zero-ary operations. 
To describe the domain of some operations used in the next section, we adopt the 
following notation. If {s,,sz,. . . ,sk} C S, then 
where, as special case 
f&Sk 
i=l 
and so stands for the empty string 1. 
The occurrence of a symbol sort s in the domain dam(N) is the number of times that 
s is repeated in the string dam(N). 
An algebraic specification SPEC = (C, E) consists of a signature C and a set E of 
(conditional) equations describing properties of the operations in OP. The following 
is an example of algebraic specification: 
sorts stack, elem 
opns I: -+ elem 
EMPTY: + stack 
PUSH: elem stack --f stack 
POP: stack + stack 
TOP: stack + elem 
eqns For s E stack, e E elem: 
POP(EMPTY) = EMPTY 
POP(PUSH(e, s)) = s 
TOP( EMPTY) = I 
TOP(PUSH(e,s)) = e 
in which dom(PUSH) = elem stack, cod(TOP) = elem, arity(PUSH) = 2 and there 
is only one occurrence of stack in dom(PUSH). 
Definition 2.1 (Signature Morphism). Let Ci = (Si, OP,) and CZ = (SZ, OP2) be two 
signatures. A signature morphism from Cl to C2 is a pair h = (hs, hop) of functions 
hs : S1 --+ Sz and hop : OPl + OPz such that, if N : slsz . . s, -+s E OPl, then hop : hs(si, ) 
hs(si2). . . hs(9) -+ hs(s) E OP2, for some permutation iliz . . . i, of 12.. . n. 
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Remark 2.2. The classical dej%ition of signature morphism requires the permutation 
ili2 . . . i,, to be the trivial one 12 . . . n. This is too restrictive since it would prevent 
the association of the usual operation push: elem stack + stack to the operation 
cons: list item + list (which usually implements it). More generally, the natural 
behaviour of algebraic specifications should be to define the abstract properties of data 
types, software modules etc., so that they do not depend on syntactical aspects such as 
the order of the argument sorts. Most of the results in the literature are easily extended 
to this general notion of signature morphism. 
Equational algebraic specifications have been defined in the literature in several ways. 
These differences have then been extended to distinct formalizations of the notion of 
specification morphism f : SPECl -+ SPEC2, all based on the definition of signature 
morphism fz : Z1 + Cl, but differing in the way the equations are related. In [5] several 
known definitions of specification morphism are investigated and it is shown that, 
although apparently equivalent, they are significantly different with respect to standard 
categorical constructions, leading to categories of algebraic specifications which are 
not all equivalent. This is important because different mechanisms to rewrite algebraic 
specifications can be defined, according to the chosen category. For example, in [2] the 
choice of the morphism as Type 3 in the following definition is necessary to obtain 
some important results. 
The definitions of the most common specification morphisms, that lead to nonequiv- 
alent categories, are given next. 
Definition 2.3 (SpeciJication Morphisms). Let SPEC, = (S,, OPl, El) and SPEC2 = 
(&, OP2, E2) be algebraic specifications. 
Type 1: f : SPEC, + SPEC2 is a specification morphism of Type 1 if it is a signa- 
ture morphism fx : (SI, OP, ) + (&,OP2) such that the translated equations f’(E1) are 
derivable from E2 (see [3]). 
Type 2: f : SPEC, + SPEC2 is a specification morphism of Type 2 if it is a signature 
morphism fz : (Sl, OPl ) + (S2, OPz) such that f #(El ) C E2. 
Type 3: In the specification SPEC; = (Si, OPi,Ei) let the equations in E; be la- 
beled so that different labels eq may correspond to the same triple (X, tl, t2) repre- 
senting the equation eq: tl = t2 formed by two terms tl and t2 with variable set X. 
f : SPECl -+ SPEC2 is a specification morphism of Type 3 if it is a triple f = (fs : SI 
+S2,fop:OPI -+0P~,f~:El -+E2) such that (fs,fop):(S,,OP,)+(&,OP2) is a 
signature morphism and for all (eq: tl = tz)EEl we have (fE(eq): f#(tl)= f#(t2)) 
~~52 
In dealing with relationships between specifications, the ideal would be to work with 
morphisms of Type 1 since they relate the corresponding classes of models, abstract- 
ing from the properties given explicitly. Unfortunately, in general it is necessary, for 
decidability reasons, to work with approximations of these morphisms such as those 
defined as Types 2 and 3. 
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3. Main result 
In this section we show the main result, proving that to check the existence of a 
specijication morphism between two given specifications is an NP-Complete problem. 
In addition, our proof is independent of the particular type of specification morphism 
since, in fact, it consists of proving that determining the existence of a signature 
morphism is NP-Complete. As in any NP-Completeness proof, we need to determine 
an NP-Complete problem from which to realize a polynomial transformation. Even 
though any known NP-Complete problem can be used to prove the NP-Completeness 
of a problem, in practice, certain problems, such as the 3-SATISFIABILITY (3SAT), 
are better suited for this task. The terms we use in describing 3SAT are defined as 
follows. 
Let U = {ur,u2,. . . , u,} be a set of Boolean variables. A truth assignment for U is 
a function t : U 4 { Z’,F}. If t(u) = T we say that ZJ is “true” under t; if t(u) = F we 
say that u is “false”. If u is a variable in U, then u and U are litera& over U. The 
literal u is true under t iff the variable u is true; the literals ii is true iff the variable 
u is false. The set of literals over U is denoted by LZU; a function var : YU + U 
returns the corresponding variable of any given literal. 
A clause over U is a subset of YU which represents the disjunction of those literals 
and is satisjied by a truth assignment iff at least one of its members is true under that 
assignment. A collection C of clauses over U is satisjiable iff there exists some truth 
assignment for U that simultaneously satisfies all the clauses in C. Such an assignment 
is called satisfying truth assignment (s.t.a.) for C. The function uar can be easily 
extended to the function iZ2 : C --t 9(U) by letting uar( { 1,,22,. . . , Ik}) = Uf=, uar( ii), 
where the symbol Zi stands for the literal ui or iii , for ui E U. 
Now we can give the formal statement of the problem 3SAT. 
Definition 3.1. 3-SATISFIABILITY (3SAT) 
Instance: A collection C = {cl, ~2,. . , c,} of clauses on a finite set U of variables 
such that (ci/ =3 for l<i<m. 
Question: Is there an s.t.a. for C ? 
Theorem 3.2. 3-SATISFZABZLZTY is NP-Complete (proofs in [l, 6,7]). 
In the same way, the following is the formal statement regarding the existence of 
the signature morphism. 
Definition 3.3. SIGNATURE MORPHISM (CMorph): 
Instance: Two Signatures Ci and C2. 
Question: Is there a Signature morphism from Ci to Cz? 
Theorem 3.4. CMorph is NP-Complete. 
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Before giving the formal proof, let us give some intuition behind the idea which 
underlies the proof itself. From a 3SAT instance, we build two signatures Ci and C2 
where 
The former consists of the representation of each clause in the form of an operation. 
Such an operation (uniquely identified by a name) has as domain the 3 variables 
belonging to the clause. All the operations have the same codomain sort, different 
from all the variables. 
For any clause ci having 3 variables there are 8 different truth assignments. Among 
these, only one is not an s.t.a. for ci. So, if ci is an operation in Cl, it is “copied” 
in 7 different operations in &, where all the possible values of the s.t.a. take the 
place of the corresponding variables. The only assignment not s.t.a. for ci yields an 
operation with an “empty” domain, i.e., a constant. 
To identify only one morphism from Cl to Cz according to an s.t.a. for all clauses, the 
sorts/variables are repeated in the domains of the operations/clauses of Cl and Cl so 
as to associate univocally ci with its 8 copies and any variable with a fixed Boolean 
value. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We do not prove formally that CA4orph E NP since it is not 
hard to define a Turing machine which guesses in input an assignment of sorts and 
operations symbols. Such a Turing machine could check in polynomial time whether 
this assignment is consistent and satisfying, i.e., that it is a signature morphism. 
Now we transform 3SAT into CMorph. Let U = {ui, 242,. . . , u,} be a set of variables 
and C={ci,cz,..., c,} a set of clauses comprising an arbitrary instance of 3SAT. We 
construct two signatures Ci and 22 such that C is satisfiable if and only if there is a 
signature morphism from Ci to CZ. 
The first step of the transformation is to totally order the set of variables U. The 
simplest way is to introduce a relation 
l4.i <Uj iff i<j 
that allows to define the partial function elem : N x 9’(U) + U given by 
elem(i,{u~,u2 ,..., uk})=q. 
The first signature is Cl = (Si, OP,), where 
0 S, =Uu{t,}. 
l If ci = { Zi,, li,, It} E C, then ci is an operation symbol in Ci for each i E [ l..m]. Its 
domain and codomain are, respectively, 
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functions, i.e., all the truth assignments for every clause. But instead of choosing 
the simple set {T,F} as codomain of this assignment, we prefer to remember which is 
the variable that the assignment has associated to a particular Boolean value. For this 
purpose, we define a set B = {T,, Ti,. . . , T,,,F,,Fz,. . . ,F,} that allows the display of the 
following family of truth assignments for each clause ci = { Zi, Zi,, li,} E C: 
in which frk(Ui, ) E { Ti,, Fi,}. 
The second signature is C2 = (Sz, OPz), where 
l S2=Bu{t2}. 
l If ci = {I,, , Zi,, Z,, } E C, then cik is an operation symbol in C2 for each k E [ 1 ..21varccz )I] 
and for each i E [ l..m]. Its domain and codomain are, respectively, 
dom( Cjk ) = 
n [fik(elem(j,uar(cj)))]j” if fik iS an s.t.a. for {ci}, 
j=l 
2 otherwise, 
cod(cjk) = t2. 
To prove that this is a transformation, we have to show that there is an s.t.a. h : U -+ 
{Z’, F} for C if and only if there is a signature morphism fz : Cl --+ Cl. 
Remark 3.5. The definition of signature morphism imposes that fz : Cl --f C2 must map 
the arbitrary operation ci E OP, to an operation among all ckj E OP2 for which k = i. 
In fact, only these operations guarantee that arity(ci) = arity(Ckj) holds. Furthermore, 
each sort symbol in ci can correspond only to the sort symbol in cij having the same 
number of occurrences. 
We now prove the correspondence between truth assignments and signature morphisms 
(a) 3h:U+{T,F} as an s.t.a. for C * 3fz = (fs, fop) : Cl + Z2: 
Let h : U + {T, F} be an s.t.a. for C, ci = { li,, Zi2, li,} be the arbitrary clause in C, 
rar(ci) = {pi,, Ui?, Q, } and I, < Ui2 < ui,. Then 
l by construction of Cl 
c, : u;,uf;iu;;i + t1 E OP,, I 
l by definition, h is an s.t.a. for {ci}. Then 3k E [1..21uar(cz)I] such that 
ctk : fik(% )‘fik(%, )2’ifik(%, )3’i + t2 E op2 
and hlE(,) = fik, without considering indice of the elements of the codomain of fik. 
A signature morphism fx = (fs, fop) : Cl + C2, with regard to the operation symbol 
ci, can be defined by 
fs(h) = t2, fS bG(c,) = hk, fOP(ci) = Cik. 
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The definition of fs and fop can be completed in the same way for any ci E C. 
The only difference is in recovering the appropriate operation in 0P2 that exhibits the 
Boolean value fixed in its domain by the s.t.a. h. 
(b) 3fz=(fs,fop):C1-+C2 + 3h:U+{T,F} as an s.t.a. for C. 
Since fz = (fs, fop) : Cl + CZ a specification morphism, then by definition of Ci and 
x2 
f~:UU{t~}-+BU{t2} and fs(tl)=t2. 
If ci is an arbitrary clause in C, by Remark 3.5, Elk E [1..21var(c~)l] such that fop(ci)=cik. 
But fsIE(c,) = frk and consequently fslEccl, is an s.t.a. for {ci} if we ignore the indices 
of the Boolean value of fs. The last assumption allows to define the required s.t.a. 
for C: 
h:U-t{T,F}=fs(ci. 
To see that this transformation can be performed in polynomial time, it suffices to 
observe that 
l ]S,]<jS2]=2n+ 1, 
l lOP1l4OP21 6 8m, 
l CNEOqldomW)( <m x 6m, 
where n and m are the number of variables and clauses, respectively, in the instance 
of 3SAT. Hence, the size of the CMorph instance is bounded by a polynomial fimc- 
tion of the size of the 3SAT instance, and, since all the details of the construction 
itself are straigthforward, there is no difficulty in verifying that this is a polynomial 
transformation. 0 
Remark 3.6. This result of NP-Completeness holds even when we use the classical 
definition of signature morphism. In fact, the transformation used in Theorem 3.4 is 
independent of the morphism. Analyzing the construction of the instance of CMorph, 
it is possible to note that there is an s.t.a. for the set of clauses C in 3SAT if and only 
if there is a classical signature morphism between the corresponding signatures. 
At last, we can give the formal statement for the problem regarding the existence of 
the specification morphism. 
Definition 3.7 (SPECIFICATION MORPHZSM(SpecMorph)). 
Instance: Two specifications SPECl = (Cl, El) and SPEG = (C2,E2). 
Question: Is there a specification morphism from SPECl to SPECz? 
The following is the main theorem of this note, that holds for the definitions of specifi- 
cation morphisms called Type 2 and Type 3 in Definition 2.3 (For Type 1, the problem 
is in general undecidable). 
Theorem 3.8. SpecMorph is NP-Complete. 
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Proof. By restriction of CMorph allowing instances having El = E2 = 0. 0 
To clarify the transformation, we illustrate it with an example. Consider the 3SAT 
instance where U={U~,U~,ZJ~,U~}, the clauses over U are C={cr,c~}, andcl ={ur,i& 
uq}, c2 = {24,i&,Ti4}. With these elements, the polynomial transformation produces the 
following instance for CMorph. 
c, = 
= 
sorts Ul,U2,U3,U4,tl 
opns cl : UI ui 1.4: -+ tl 
c,:u; 24; u+ll. 
c2 = - 
-mTTTTFFFFt 1, 2, 3, 4, I> 2, 3, 4, 2 
opnscrr:Fr F: F:-+t2 4 c21:F; F3 F4j + t2 
cl2 : F, F22 T43 --) t2 c22 : F22 Fp T46 + t2 
Cl3 : + t2 ~23 : F: T$ F: + t2 
cl4 : F, T2’ T43 --) t2 C24 : -+ t2 
c15:Tl F22 F43+t2 c25 : T; F; F46 --+ t2 
‘3 6 : Tl F22 Td -+ t2 c26 : T; F;’ T4b 4 t2 
c17: Tl T; F43 --) t2 c27 : T; T; F46 + t2 
cl8 : Tl T; Ta -+ t2 c~~:T; T; T46+t2. 
Now, let us fix a truth assignment which satisfies C, e.g., h : U + {T, F} such that 
h(u) ) = h(u2) = T and h(u3) = h(q) = F. Then, the signature morphism fz =(fs, fop): 
Cl ---f C2 is defined by 
- h(w)= TI, fs(u2)= T2, fs(u3)=4, fs(u4)=fi, .Mtl)=t2 
- fdCl> = Cl7, fOP(C2) = c25 
Conversely, by choosing any signature morphism from Cr to C2, the truth assignment 
satisfying it is immediately defined by the Boolean-sorts in the set B in C2 that corre- 
spond to the variable-sorts in Zr. Note that, in general, if every truth assignment for 
an instance of 3SAT makes false at least a clause ci, then every signature morphism 
should map an operation of Cl having arity different from zero, to the constant of C2 
originated by the not satisjied clause. 
4. Concluding remarks 
The problem of determining the existence and of finding a specification morphism 
between two algebraic specifications is part of many procedures in the development of 
the specification of large software systems and of tools to handle environments which 
allow the reuse of provably correct software. Finding such a specification morphism 
allows to interconnect two or more module specifications or to apply a production 
of an algebraic specification grammar or rewriting system. We have first analysed a 
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subproblem, that of determining the existence of a signature morphism between two 
signatures, and proven that it is an NP-complete problem by reducing the well-known 
3SAT problem. A fortiori, the problem of determining the existence of a specification 
morphism is NP-complete since it requires additional conditions which need to be 
checked after finding a signature morphism between the corresponding signatures. At 
last, the problem of$n&g a specification morphism is at least as hard as the problem 
of determining the existence. 
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